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Here's an animal lover's one-stop source for in-depth information on dolphins! What do they eat?
How do they behave? Are they at risk? This book also includes loads of fun and fascinating facts
about dolphins, as well as maps, charts, and wonderful photographs of these clever creatures.
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What Are Sea Mammals?Sea mammals are a group of animals that mainly live in seas and
oceans. They include seals and sea lions, walruses, sea otters, polar bears, whales, and
dolphins. They are all good at swimming and holding their breath to dive underwater. They are
sometimes called marine mammals, since marine means “relating to the sea.”The members of
this pod of spotted dolphins are playing together underwater, but they need to swim up to the
surface of the sea to breathe.Being a mammalMammals are a type of animal. Humans are
mammals, and so are dogs, cats, and mice. All mammals breathe air. They are usually furry or
hairy, and mother mammals make milk in their bodies to feed their babies. Mammals are also
warm-blooded, meaning they can keep their bodies warmer than their surroundings.Sea
mammals do all these things, too, but often in different ways. For example, whales and dolphins
have hardly any hair, with just a few small hairs around their faces. Having less hair helps them
to swim faster. And instead of breathing through their mouths, they have blowholes on the tops
of their heads.LIFE IN THE SEAAround half of all the living things on Earth are found in the sea,
and scientists often discover new sea creatures.Meet the sea mammalsThere are around 130
different types, or species, of sea mammal. They have adapted in different ways to live in the
sea:Type of sea mammalHow do they move?Where do they live?Whales and dolphinsuse tail,
fins, and flippersThese sea mammals live in water all the time.Manatees and dugongsuse tail
and flippersSeals, sea lions, and walrusesuse flippersThese sea mammals spend some of their
time in water and some on land.Sea ottersuse legs and tailPolar bearsuse legs

What Are Dolphins?Dolphins are sea mammals that spend all their lives in the water. Dolphins
look like fish, because they have adapted so well to life in the water. Their smooth, fish-shaped
bodies help them zoom quickly through the sea. They flap their powerful tails up and down to
push themselves forward and use their flippers to steer. Many dolphins can even leap straight up
into the air before splashing back down.SPOT THE DIFFERENCEIt is easy to confuse dolphins
with large fish, such as sharks, but there re some key differences:Dolphins’ tail flukes are
horizontal. Sharks and other fish have upright tail flukes.Unlike most fish, dolphins have rounded
heads and beak-like snouts.Dolphins have blowholes on their heads, and fish do not.The
common bottlenose dolphin has a typical dolphin shape and body parts.The dolphin’s
familyDolphins and whales belong to a group of sea mammals called cetaceans. They have
existed for about 50 million years. They developed when some types of early land mammal,
similar to a hippo, switched to living in the water.There are about 130 species of cetaceans, or



whales and dolphins. They are divided into two main groups. Dolphins belong to the “toothed
whale” group. Baleen whales, such as the humpback whale, have no teeth. Porpoises are similar
to dolphins but are usually smaller.

How Are Dolphins Classified?Scientists sort, or classify, all living things into different groups, to
show how they are related. The groups get smaller and smaller until the pinpoint one particular
speciesYou can show how a type of living thing is classified using a triangle diagram, like this. At
the top is the largest group dolphins belong to, the animal kingdom. As you go down, the
classification narrows into smaller groups, such as mammals, cetaceans, and dolphins.

Bottlenose Dolphins (21st Century Skills Library: Exploring Our Oceans), National Geographic
Readers: Great Migrations Whales, National Geographic Kids Chapters: Diving With Sharks!:
And More True Stories of Extreme Adventures! (Chapter Book), National Geographic Readers:
Deadliest Animals



Krista M. Bernal, “AWWWWWWWWESOME. I LOVED this book it taught me a lot about
dolphins.I read it in class,homework club,and when I was waiting for my ride”

The book by Anna Claybourne has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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